NEED A TABLE? YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE. TABLES ARE WHAT WE DO.
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The perfect balance of form and function, Equilibrium turns any space into a design statement. Its patented, revolutionary design leverages a single base to create the illusion of a floating surface up to 20 feet wide and round tables up to 7 feet in diameter.
Interior Architecture At Its Finest

With options including centered or offset base locations, truss aesthetic cantilevers, and a variety of heights and sizes, Equilibrium tables let you choose the best combination for your space. Designed for technology integration, Equilibrium includes base and trough covers to conceal power and cabling without compromise.
Inspired By Architecture

Architectural elements such as bent and welded metal components, structural turnbuckles, and exposed birch ply legs create the Adventure table.
The Next Generation Of Enwork Tables

The culmination of extensive research, this comprehensive collection includes training tables, mobile whiteboards, monitor stands, teacher desks, lecterns and more - all designed to enable today’s learning styles while playing off modern architectural trends.
THE APPLICATION OF DECADES OF RESEARCH AND MODERN DAY ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS
Work, Learn, And Connect

Enwork’s conference and training table top shape options provide the right configurations for any learning style. Inspire ideas with trapezoid, modified pentagons, hexagon, or squircle tops.

VISIT ENWORK.COM TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS
MAXIMIZE SPACE AND INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY SEAMLESSLY

Equal Parts Design And Engineering

Ritz provides world class flip-top stability. Its slim profile and high pressure laminate backer make for clean design and extra durability.
Concurrence, with its subtle yet sophisticated aesthetic is one of Enwork’s best-selling conference table platforms. Featuring a domed, aluminum end cap, Concurrence blends well within any architectural envelope.
Facilitating Meetings Has Never Been So Easy

Included in the Concurrence™ tables family are visual sharing tables perfect for collaboration and interactive meetings. With simple to use “Show Me” cables integrated with the power/data unit in the table, you can share 2, 4, or 6 different screens on single or dual monitors.

STORAGE FOR ANY TECHNOLOGY STANDARD

“Show Me” cable technology
Simply In Budget

With a timeless parsons base design and thin profile top, eBench ties together style and function at a startup price point. The simple and uncluttered aesthetic works well in any meeting space or conference environment.
A Great Meeting Starts With A Strong Foundation

Foundation conference tables offer a sophisticated look while managing all of your power and data needs. Integrated technology troughs and access doors offer flexible options for pre-existing AV standards.
SOPHISTICATED. INTEGRATED. INSPIRED.

Individual Bases

Integrated Base and 8"H Trough assembly

Integrated Base and Trough assembly with full top access to 12"H cable trough

Credenza options including refrigerator and locking rear access with venting.
Give Your Meetings A Standing Ovation

Every meeting is different. Why not encourage that? With Lugano, you can sit, stand, or meet somewhere in the middle. Fixed height or electric adjustable, crisp lines, and a robust steel base equal peak performance.
S A W H O R S E

A Simple Take On A Timeless Design

Sawhorse bases are available for conference or training table applications. The simple forms offer a modern solution for media sharing, café, and third spaces.
Natural Finishes, Naturally

Exposed Baltic Birch ply and precision mitered corners give Statement tables a natural interest.
Expressive Detailing & Unprecedented Support

Seamless wire management conceals wires and cables with removable base panels and optional trough covers. Angular extrusions provide structure to span a 14’ table with only two bases, and a 20’ table with only three.
A Comfortable Place To Land

Enhance collaboration and teamwork with Landing team tables. Cam lock construction and a double keel running beneath the worksurface assures a robust structure for years of use. New optional foot rails provide an extra level of comfort for standing height tables and quartz tops are a great choice to add a little panache to your space.
Designed For Any Space Throughout A Floorplan

From conference room to café, the Impression table base platform covers them all. It features horizontal and vertical cable management as well as a timeless design with a gently tapered foot.
Classroom tables from Powerlex modesties (above) to Monitor Lift tables (below), Impression has the right answer for your training room.

Supporting power-intensive learning environments.
Fashionable Furniture

Sensation features a round column and aluminum die cast feet. A comprehensive tables collection with an incredible value.

SPARK A SENSATION IN YOUR NEXT MEETING
ELEGANT CURVES AND CONTEMPORARY FORMS

Perfect For Any Application

Matching aluminum die-cast Sensation feet allow consistent design from conference rooms, to training rooms, to cafés. Say goodbye to the mismatch.
Attractive And Affordable, The Ultimate Duo

The Solano comprehensive platform features a current aesthetic that blends with any environment. With a sleek low profile foot, Solano offers a variety of training, height-adjustable, conference, and classroom tables perfect for your limited budget.
EVERY APPLICATION IS POSSIBLE WITH SOLANO

VISIT ENWORK.COM TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS
Give Your Budget A Break

Value tables combine high quality and functionality with a simple, clean aesthetic. Power and data routes easily both horizontally and vertically.
Timeless Design & Utility

With powder coated square legs and a slim 3/4” laminate top, Apron tables assemble in minutes and are perfect for dozens of applications.

A CLASSIC SOLUTION AND COMPPELLING PRICE POINT
Collaborate, Integrate, Succeed

Stand out or blend in, Disc and Square bases fit any café or collaborative environment. Choose desk or dining height and integrate technology with optional power/data top plate.
Lounge In Creativity

Encourage impromptu meetings with Pixley. Organic shapes create a welcoming place for today’s connected worker or student.
**Product** | **# Power Outlets** | **# Datacom Ports** | **Datacom Options** | **Key Features and Description**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Ellora, Single-Sided Best Seller | 2 | 2 | | Great aesthetics. Flush fit door with cable drop space. Available with pre-wired dual charging USBs in one or more Datacom ports.
Flip-n-Go Best Seller | 2 | 1 | Multi-Option Plate | Popular choice for multiple mobile table applications. Flush-fit doors with cable drop space. Convenience Outlet on bottom. 6' or 9' power cord. Includes 15A 125V circuit breaker for overload protection.
Villa, Corded Best Seller | 2 | 0 or 2 | RJ-45 CAT6 | Popular low-cost choice for multiple mobile table applications. Convenience Outlet on bottom. Only data option is two RJ-45 CAT6 punch-downs.
Node | 1 or 2 | 0 | (Specials only) | Clean, flush mount design. Fits 1.25”-1.5” tops. 2 amp stacked USB charging available. 6’ 15 amp power cord.
Axil X | 2 | 1 or 2 | | Clamp on convenience. USB charging available. Flexible 6’ cord, longer cords available.
Powerlex | 4 | 4 | | Power integration below the work surface. Non-sequential Daisy Chaining.
Satellite Undersurface Mount | 1 or 2 | 1 or 2 | | Ideal for day 2 update to existing tables. Available with angled or rounded aesthetic.
Cove Surface Mount | 2 | NA | NA | Modern long rectangular shape aesthetics with pop-up doors. Two 10’ cords.
Alexander Linear | 4.6 or 8 | 4 or 6 | | Aesthetics. Flush fit door with cable drop space. Available with pre-wired dual charging USBs in one or more Datacom ports. Daisy-Chaining is optional.
Oasis 30” | 12 | 4 Multi-Option Plates | | The most substantial solution for conference applications. Retracting doors.
Cove 15” | 6 | 2 Multi-Option Plates | | Great flexibility. Retracting doors flush with surface. 9’ power cord.
Foundation Trough Kit | 3-27 | 1-9 Multi-Option Plates | | Doors lay flat when open. Power Data varies by table size.
PowerEdge Conference Top | 4-16* | 0-8* | | Complete top with integrated power data recessed 2” from edge. Choices include power, stacked USB charging, and data.
CH, NYC, SF Specialty | See Price List or contact designteam@enwork.com | | |
ACCESSORIES

POWER / DATA

DATA COM OPTIONS

Cat5e cord

CAT5e jack

HDMI cord

USB-A data transfer cord

VGA cord

Included with power/data assembly

DATA COM OPTIONS

A-BL-13-13
A-BL-75-75
A-BL-102-102
A-BL-102-C51
A-BLA-102-C51
A-BL-A-B-B
A-BL-A-B-B

DATA COM KEY

73..................Cat 5E Data Inline
13..............XLR Female
102..................USB, Type A-A with 72” patch cord
77/78/79............RCA Inline
A (suffix)...........Cat 3 Phone (punch down)

B.................Cat 6 Data (punch down)
C45..............HDMI with 36” patch cord
C51.............15 pin HDVGA with 72” patch cord
L...............Mini-stereo Inline
Z...............DV1 Inline

Posting modesty panels in mesh fabric, laminate, or acrylic. Fixed modesty panels in perforated steel or clamp.
**LAMINATES**

*There is an upcharge for Crisp Linen on credenzas, lecterns, command centers, and some bases as noted in the Price List.*

- Black
- Bleached Legno
- Designer White
- Ebony Recon
- Fashion Grey
- Field Elm
- Frosty White
- Grey Elm
- Kensington Maple
- Neutral Twill
- Pinnacle Walnut
- Pinnacle Teak
- River Cherry
- Select Cherry
- Slate Grey
- *Crisp Linen

**VENEER**

* Stained similar to laminate indicated. Due to the natural properties of material used, actual product color may vary significantly from image shown.

- Maple
- *Kensington Maple
- Walnut
- *Ebony Recon
- *Pinnacle Walnut
- Walnut Clear Coat
- Rift Cut Oak
- Clear Coat
- Cherry
- *Select Cherry

**PAINT**

- Arctic White (textured)
- Black
- Medium Tone
- Silver
- Storm

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from displayed images. Please reference a laminate color chip or contact Customer Service for an actual color sample to ensure a proper color match. Not all finishes available on all products. Refer to the appropriate Price List for details.